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Radiation measurements with double-junction stacked Josephson flux-flow oscillator on-chip
coupled to a superconductor–insulator–superconductor detector are reported. Impedance matching
between the oscillator and the detector has been achieved using a broad band coupling circuit.
Radiation power in the detector up to 10 nW has been measured in the frequency range between 170
and 410 GHz. Coherent radiation from two stacked junctions has been observed both at the
fundamental Josephson frequency and at its second harmonic. The distribution of the radiation
power between the first two harmonics allows us to distinguish between mutually coupled in-phase
and out-of-phase flux-flow modes in the junctions. Coherent operation of stacked Josephson
junction oscillators in the millimeter and sub-millimeter wave band is demonstrated. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!04723-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Long Josephson junctions operated in the flux-flo
mode, the so-called flux-flow oscillators~FFOs!, recently
showed very promising performance in integrated su
millimeter wave band superconducting receivers.1 Radiation
from a FFO is induced by the motion of Josephson vortice
or fluxons, each of them carrying one magnetic flux quantu
F0. In the integrated receiver design, the FFO operates a
local oscillator which pumps a small-area superconducto
insulator–superconductor~SIS! tunnel junction mixer placed
on the same chip. Conventional single-barrier FFOs we
proven to deliver a power of the order of 0.1mW at their first
harmonic of radiation.2,3 Due to the losses in superconduc
ing electrodes the maximum operation frequency of FFOs
limited by the frequency of aboutfD5D/(eF0) correspond-
ing to the superconducting energy gapD, wheree is the
electron charge. Typically, for superconducting niobium th
gap frequencyfD is in the range of 6502700 GHz. At the
same time, the main receiver component such as SIS mi
can operate up to frequencies as high as 2f D .

4 Thus, extend-
ing the frequency limit of FFOs abovef D may substantially
increase the presently available frequency range of integra
SIS receivers. On the other hand, increasing the maxim
output power of FFOs may open new possibilities for of
chip applications in the future.

Vertical integration of several FFOs is a promising wa
to improve the oscillator performance. The mutual inductiv
coupling between the adjacent junctions in a stack is det
mined by the thicknesses of the superconducting layer~s! be-
tween the junctions and can be several orders of magnitu
stronger than in case of their planar integration. Broad ba
tunable coherent operation of two stacked FFOs has b
recently reported5 using dc measurements of their current
voltage characteristics~IVC!. Due to the possibility of both
in-phase and out-of-phase locking of fluxon oscillations
two stacked junctions,6 applications of stacked FFOs as
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power multipliers and frequency doublers have bee
proposed.7

In this study, we report direct radiation detection exper
ments with stacked double-barrier Nb/~Al-AlO x/Nb!2 long
Josephson junction FFOs using an SIS detector on the sa
chip. We observed two different mutually phase-locke
modes of two junctions, the in phase and the out of pha
The radiation detected for the in-phase mode is characteri
by high power at the fundamental harmonic of the singl
barrier Josephson radiation frequencyf J , while the out-of-
phase mode has shown the main emission at the second
monic of f J .

II. SAMPLES AND MICROWAVE CIRCUITRY

The goal of the design was to achieve a wide band co
pling of a high-impedance small SIS tunnel junction with
distributed oscillator junction having an output impedance
the range of 0.320.6V. Two important demands have bee
taken into consideration. First, the coupling has to be wi
band ~at least one octave! to allow for detecting both the
fundamental frequency of the oscillator and its second h
monic. Second, the device performance must be tolerant
certain parameter variations due to the fabrication proce
The output impedance of a 6-mm-wide FFO stack has been
estimated as the characteristic impedance of two Joseph
transmission lines~JTLs! with their common electrode being
of the same width as the top and bottom electrodes. T
in-phase mode of the oscillator assumes that the microwa
pulses are propagating in JTLs simultaneously as a sin
pulse of the same current but twice larger in voltage than f
the single-layer JTL. This means that the output impedan
of the stacked FFO is approximately twice larger than that
the single-layer FFO. In the case of out-of-phase mode, wh
the fluxon pulses in two JTLs are shifted by half of the
period, the output impedance can be taken as equivalen
that of a single-layer FFO.

In order to be detected by the SIS junction with a typic
impedance of 20250V, the FFO output radiation first has to
be emitted into a micro-strip line with a characteristic imped
ance of about 10220V. For that purpose we used a three
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FIG. 1. Schematic top view of the device. The radiation from the stack
Josephson flux-flow oscillator~FFO! is coupled to the twin SIS detector via
the strip-line impedance transformer ending in the dc break~dimensions are
not to scale!.
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stage micro-strip impedance transformer~see Fig. 1! which
provided 3 dB coupling within a frequency range o
1402480 GHz. To avoid the influence of discontinuitie
which occur at the corners of the transformer sections t
latter have been tapered within 120°. The ‘‘tapered tran
former’’ has been simulated using both numerical calcul
tions and scale modelling which proved feasibility of thi
approach. The step-chain model for the tapered transitio8

was used for numerical analysis of these structures.
To avoid a dc electrical contact between the top ele

trodes of the FFO and the SIS detector, a dc block~dc break!
as used in the original design9 has been incorporated into the
transmission line connecting the FFO and the detector. T
main idea of the dc block design is similar to the combin
tion of two microwave baluns10 which are connected at the
shortest possible distance to avoid an impedance discont
ity. The 3 dB bandpass of the dc block has been estimated
1002500 GHz using both numerical simulations and sca
model experiments.

The detecting cell was designed as a twin-junctio
structure11,12 employing two SIS junctions patterned in th
same trilayer as the bottom layer FFO of the stack. The sh
micro-strip connecting the two junctions acts as a tuner
intrinsic capacitive impedance of the twin-junction cell. Th
two stage micro-strip impedance transformer is used
wide-band coupling of the incoming signal to the SIS dete
tor. The exact transformer parameters have been calcula
numerically and chosen to a certain extent empirically for t
cle
en
FIG. 2. The calculated overall frequency bandpass for the coupling circ

between the stacked FFO and the SIS detector.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 12, 15 December 1996
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reason of rather complicated interference of all compone
in the coupling circuit. The coupling is optimized at a nom
nal level of26 dB and flatness 1 dB within the frequenc
range of 1502450 GHz, as illustrated by its calculated over
all performance in Fig. 2.

The magnetic field for operating the FFO has been a
plied using an external solenoid. For suppressing the Shap
steps in the SIS detector, we used the superconducting s
connecting the two SIS junctions as a local magnetic fie
control line~see Fig. 1!. The leak of microwave power from
the detector bias lines was blocked by low-pass filte
formed by the radial stubs.

Several similar chips with various dimensions were fa
ricated on each wafer. Typically, a spread of the critical cu
rent density less than 5% has been achieved for two stac
tunnel barriers. In order to facilitate either the in-phase or t
out-of-phase locking, we fabricated the wafers with two di
ferent thicknessesd of the intermediate Nb electrode be
tween the tunnel barriers. These valuesd5d1590 nm and
d5d25140 nm accounted for the coupling constan
S5S1520.36 andS5S2520.21, respectively.13 In agree-
ment with previous experiments,5 only the mutually out-of-
phase locked regimes have been found stable for the in
mediate coupling strength withS5S1. For the weaker
coupling withS5S2, depending on the bias range, both in
phase and out-of-phase locking were successfully observ
In the following we present radiation detection data for
double-barrier 350-mm-long and 6-mm-wide FFO with
d5140 nm. The used critical current density 950 A/cm2 cor-
responded to the long junction limit with the single-barrie
Josephson penetration depthlJ'12mm.

III. RESULTS

Fig. 3 presents stored traces of the FFO current–volta
(I2V) characteristics obtained in continuously varying ma
netic fieldH. The flux-flow step is tunable in the broad volt
age range up to 2.8mV which is approximately twice as lar
as the single-barrier flux-flow range shown in Fig. 3 at high
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FIG. 3. Stored traces ofI2V curves of the stacked oscillator obtained in
continuously varying magnetic fieldH. The coherent double-junction flux-
flow step is tunable in the voltage range between 0 and 2.8 mV. The cir
indicates the voltage range at which the major radiation power has be
detected.
7135Shitov et al.
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FIG. 4. ~a! I2V characteristics of the double-junction stacked flux-flow
oscillator in the magnetic fieldH57.7 Oe.~b! I2V characteristics of the
SIS detector corresponding to different bias points of the oscillator shown
Fig. 4~a!: P0 ~dotted line!, P1 ~dashed line!, and P2~solid line!.
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currents above the single-barrier gapVg52.8 mV. In the
latter case, one of the junctions is switched to the gap vo
age. Fig. 4~a! showsI2V characteristics in the applied mag
netic fieldH57.7 Oe where both stacked long junctions op
erate in the flux-flow regime. With increasing the bia
current I FF the voltageVFF of the FFO approached its as
ymptotic valueVFF

H of about 880mV. At I FF51.62 mA it
switched to the double-barrier gap voltage at about 5.5 m

The detection of radiation from the stacked flux-flow
oscillator is presented in Fig. 4~b!. The I2V characteristics
of the SIS detector correspond to different bias points~P0,
P1, and P2! of the FFO shown in Fig. 4~a!. The P0 curve
accounts for the autonomous~not pumped! SIS characteris-
tic. Under the influence of the radiation from the FFO, th
photon-assisted tunnelling~PAT! steps are induced on the
detectorI2V curve around the gap voltageVg ~curves P1
and P2!. The voltage width of the stepsDVPAT5h f /e is
determined by the frequencyf of the absorbed photons,
whereh is Plank’s constant ande is the electron charge. For
a single-barrier FFO biased at the voltageVFF, the radiation
frequency f is given by the Josephson relation
f52 eVFF/h, and thus is proportional toVFF. The first and
rather striking observation from Fig. 4~b! is that the detected
radiation frequencydecreaseswith increasing the bias
voltageVFF from point P1 to point P2. In the following we
show that this change occurs rather abruptly, and is d
to the redistribution of the rf power between the first tw
harmonics.
7136 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 12, 15 December 1996
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FIG. 5. The dominant radiation frequency detected by SIS twin junction
a function of the bias voltageVFF of the stacked flux-flow oscillator along
the I2V curve shown in Fig. 4~a!. The expected first and second harmon
of the single-junction flux-flow voltages are shown by solid and das
lines, respectively.
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In order to accurately determine the radiation frequen
and power, the pumped SIS detectorI2V characteristics
were analyzed quantitatively using Tucker’s theory14 of SIS
mixers. Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the dominant f
quency detected by the SIS twin junction as a function of t
bias voltageVFF of the stacked FFO. Different points corre
spond to the radiation frequencies obtained from the analy
of the detectorI2V curves measured for the different FFO
bias points along theI2V curve shown in Fig. 4~a!. The
solid line and the dashed line correspond to the expec
frequencies of the first and the second Josephson harmon
respectively, calculated for the single-barrier FFO voltag
VFF/2. One can see that at low voltages~low fluxon veloci-
ties! the detected radiation corresponds to the second h
monic of the Josephson frequencyf J52 eVFF/2 h. At volt-
agesVFF.800 mV ~high fluxon velocities! the detected
radiation corresponds to the first harmonic off J . This be-
havior is drastically different from the single-layer FFO
where the power of the second and higher harmonics gra
ally increases with voltage.

The dependence of the radiation frequency on the flu
flow voltageVFF is in a qualitative agreement with numerica
simulations of flux-flow dynamics in two-barrier stacks.13 At
low velocities fluxon chains simultaneously moving in tw
stacked junctions are locked out of phase, which correspon
to mutual repulsion between fluxons in neighboring jun
tions. In the resonant flux-flow regime the oscillation spe
trum in each junction contains higher harmonics. The out-o
phase locking is characterized by a phase shift ofp between
two junctions which suppresses the total oscillation amp
tude at the first harmonic. In contrast, the amplitude of th
second harmonic is enhanced, which leads to the detection
the major frequency equal to 2f J betweenVFF5350mV and
VFF5800 mV. At high velocities fluxon chains in two junc-
tions are phase locked in phase, which corresponds to mu
attraction between fluxons in two junctions. In our observ
tions shown in Fig. 5 this corresponds to the main Josephs
harmonic detected in the range of the stacked FFO volta
between 800mV and 870mV. The emission of the first har-
monic was found for two high velocity resonances a
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FIG. 6. Dependence of the detected radiation power~evaluated from
pumped SIS detectorI2V curves! on the voltageVFF of the stacked flux-
flow oscillator along theI2V curve shown in Fig. 4~a!.
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I FF.1.2 mA shown in Fig. 4~a!. At the bottom of the highest
resonance step the sharp transition from the second harm
generation~observed at the very bottom of the step, at near
constant bias voltageVFF) to the first harmonic regime was
clearly observed.

Finally, Fig. 6 presents the detected radiation power a
function of the voltageVFF of the FFO. The absorbed powe
was evaluated from pumped SIS detectorI2V curves self-
consistently with the frequencies reported in Fig. 5. Due
large normal resistance of the SIS detectorRSIS'120V
~which corresponds to the actual junction area of abo
1.8 mm2) a sufficiently high pumping level with well-
pronounced PAT steps@see Fig. 4~b!# has been achieved al-
ready with the power of several nW. Fig. 6 shows a rap
increase of the power with increasing the bias current of t
oscillator along the in-phase locked highest resonance ste
Fig. 4~a!. Such an efficient power enhancement is natura
expected for in-phase locked coherently operating FFOs, a
might be of potential interest for applications. Using th
same device in a similar bias current range, we also m
sured the radiation from the single-junction FFO~while an-
other junction was switched to the gap state!. We found the
radiation power to be considerably lower~by factor of more
than 4) than for the in-phase locked state of both junction
Unfortunately, the power levels in these two cases cannot
compared directly because of the additional dissipati
losses~produced by the quasi-particle injection in the midd
superconducting film! which are due to the idle junction
switched to the gap state.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 12, 15 December 1996
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IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we reported the observation of millimete
wave emission from mutually phase-locked modes in tw
junction stacked Josephson flux-flow oscillators. The rad
tion detected in the in-phase mode is characterized by h
power at the fundamental harmonic of the single-barrier J
sephson radiation frequencyf J . The out-of-phase mode
characterized by the dominant emission at the second h
monic of f J might be feasible for the frequency doubling o
the flux-flow oscillations. Since both the in-phase and th
out-of-phase oscillation modes are expected also for sta
with large number of barriers,15 further studies in this direc-
tion appear to be promising for possible applications.
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